Name ______________________________________

Education Vocabulary Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. information from a teacher or observer to help a student understand how well he or she is doing a task and what still needs improvement
2. observable facts or information that can show whether a technique is effective or if an argument is valid
3. positive word for a problem to overcome
4. a learned and practiced ability to do a task well
5. an adjective that means related to teaching
6. people responsible for running a school or institution (principals- in charge of individual schools, superintendents who run school districts, etc.)
7. the plan of study for a subject; all the subjects included in a course of study
8. a formal or informal evaluation; a way to check if students have understood a lesson
9. related to education
10. equipment developed to help people accomplish more
11. to put things into context; help students understand how something new fits into the overall picture of a subject or why it's important to learn
12. the way things have been done for generations
13. the level a student achieves on a test
14. new ideas or new ways to do things
15. interesting enough to keep students attentive and involved
17. conditions that must be met before something else can happen

Down
1. academic
classroom
skill
challenge
innovations
technologies
engaging
feedback
assessment
instructional
requirements
evidence
administrators
curriculum
grade
score
implementation
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